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ABSTRACT

Context. The cosmological surveys that are planned for the current decade will provide us with unparalleled observations of the distribution of
galaxies on cosmic scales, by means of which we can probe the underlying large-scale structure (LSS) of the Universe. This will allow us to test
the concordance cosmological model and its extensions. However, precision pushes us to high levels of accuracy in the theoretical modelling of the
LSS observables, so that no biases are introduced into the estimation of the cosmological parameters. In particular, effects such as redshift-space
distortions (RSD) can become relevant in the computation of harmonic-space power spectra even for the clustering of the photometrically selected
galaxies, as has previously been shown in literature.
Aims. In this work, we investigate the contribution of linear RSD, as formulated in the Limber approximation by a previous work, in forecast
cosmological analyses with the photometric galaxy sample of the Euclid survey. We aim to assess their impact and to quantify the bias on the
measurement of cosmological parameters that would be caused if this effect were neglected.
Methods. We performed this task by producing mock power spectra for photometric galaxy clustering and weak lensing, as is expected to be
obtained from the Euclid survey. We then used a Markov chain Monte Carlo approach to obtain the posterior distributions of cosmological
parameters from these simulated observations.
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Results. When the linear RSD is neglected, significant biases are caused when galaxy correlations are used alone and when they are combined
with cosmic shear in the so-called 3×2pt approach. These biases can be equivalent to as much as 5σ when an underlying ΛCDM cosmology
is assumed. When the cosmological model is extended to include the equation-of-state parameters of dark energy, the extension parameters can be
shifted by more than 1σ.

Key words. Cosmology: theory – large-scale structure of the Universe – cosmological parameters

1. Introduction

Within the current decade, several large-scale structure (LSS)
surveys are expected to start their operations or to release their
first results. They will provide a significant improvement to
available cosmological data sets. These forthcoming LSS sur-
veys will map the matter distribution in the Universe with
exquisite precision. Some of the surveys will be ground-based,
such as the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI, DESI
Collaboration: Aghamousa et al. 2016a,b), the Legacy Survey of
Space and Time (LSST) at the Vera C. Rubin Observatory (LSST
Science Collaboration: Abell et al. 2009; LSST Dark Energy Sci-
ence Collaboration: Mandelbaum et al. 2018; Ivezić et al. 2019),
and the Square Kilometre Array Observatory (SKAO; see, e.g.,
Abdalla et al. 2015; Santos et al. 2015; Brown et al. 2015; Bull
et al. 2015; Camera et al. 2015b; Raccanelli et al. 2015; SKA
Cosmology Science Working Group 2020). Others will be space-
borne, such as the Euclid satellite (Laureijs et al. 2011; Amen-
dola et al. 2013, 2018; Euclid Collaboration: Blanchard et al.
2020), the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope (Spergel et al.
2015), and the Spectro-Photometer for the History of the Uni-
verse, Epoch of Reionization, and Ices Explorer (SPHEREx; see,
e.g., Doré et al. 2014, 2018).

All these surveys rely on the observation of galaxy positions
and shapes, with which summary statistics can be constructed
that are customarily referred to in cosmology as galaxy cluster-
ing (GC) and weak lensing (WL). This can be done in multi-
ple ways, using either the real-space 2pt correlation function, or
the harmonic-space power spectrum that we study here, or even
via other statistics such as COSEBIs (Schneider et al. 2010), or
higher-order statistics (Euclid Collaboration: Ajani et al. 2023).
The GC encodes information on the clustering of matter due to
the effect of gravity, while the WL provides information on the
projected matter distribution through its gravitational lensing ef-
fect.

In this work, we focus on Euclid and its surveys.1 Euclid is
a European Space Agency medium-class space mission whose
launch took place on 1 July 2023. It will perform photometric
and spectroscopic galaxy surveys over an area of ∼ 15000 deg2

of the extragalactic sky (Laureijs et al. 2011), with the near-
infrared instrument (Costille et al. 2018) and the visible imager
(Cropper et al. 2018), which will be carried on board. The photo-
metric survey will measure the positions and shapes of over a bil-
lion galaxies, enabling the analysis of photometric GC (GCph)
and WL. Because the photometric measurements will provide
relatively uncertain redshift measurements (compared to spec-
troscopic observations), the analyses of these observables will
be performed via a tomographic approach by binning galaxies
in redshift slices and considering the projected two-dimensional
data sets. The precise radial measurements of the spectroscopic
survey will instead allow us to perform a spectroscopic GC
(GCsp) analysis, that is, a galaxy-clustering analysis in three di-
mensions.

⋆ e-mail: konstantinos.tanidis@physics.ox.ac.uk
⋆⋆ Deceased
1 http://www.euclid-ec.org/.

In Euclid Collaboration: Blanchard et al. (2020, ‘Euclid
preparation: VII’, hereafter EP:VII), the constraints expected
from Euclid have been forecast for the individual GCsp, GCph,
and WL probes and also for their combination. To obtain these
results, EP:VII used several assumptions to simplify the theo-
retical computation of observables: the Limber approximation
was used for all the photometric observables, and it was assumed
for GCph that the only non-negligible contribution to the galaxy
position correlation function comes from the anisotropies in the
density field. It is known, however, that several other effects con-
tribute to GCph, including lensing magnification, velocity, and
relativistic effects (Yoo 2010; Challinor & Lewis 2011; Bonvin
& Durrer 2011).

These various contributions can be significant at very large
scales, which we define as scales corresponding to a wavenum-
ber smaller than that at which the matter power spectrum peaks
at the matter-radiation equality scale. These scales are effec-
tively within reach of wide surveys such as Euclid, and it has
been shown that neglecting them could lead to inaccurate results.
The cosmology that is recovered through parameter estimation
pipelines might be significantly biased with respect to the true
underlying cosmology (Camera et al. 2015a; Tanidis & Camera
2019; Tanidis et al. 2019; Martinelli et al. 2022; Lepori et al.
2022).

In this work, we focus on one of the most important effects,
namely redshift-space distortion (RSD). We also aim specifically
to quantify its impact on the expected results of the Euclid wide
survey. The effect of the linear RSD on the angular clustering is
not new and has been thoroughly studied before (Scharf et al.
1994; Heavens & Taylor 1995; Padmanabhan et al. 2007; Blake
et al. 2007; Nock et al. 2010; Crocce et al. 2011; Balaguera-
Antolínez et al. 2018; Tanidis & Camera 2019). The effects have
also been included in the Dark Energy Survey (DES, DES Col-
laboration: Abbott et al. 2005) 3×2pt data analysis for Y3 in the
configuration space (Abbott et al. 2022), although they were ini-
tially neglected in the Y1 analysis for the GC in the configuration
and harmonic space (Elvin-Poole et al. 2018; Andrade-Oliveira
et al. 2021). Here, we apply the approach of Tanidis & Cam-
era (2019), where the linear RSD contribution to GC harmonic-
space power spectra is obtained within the Limber approxima-
tion. We examine this contribution to the Euclid wide survey.
This allows us to compute the theoretical prediction at a rea-
sonable speed so that it can be used to estimate the parameters.
Moreover, we only focus on GCph and do not discuss GCsp at
all. We therefore always refer to the GCph probe simply as GC
throughout.

The paper is organised as follows. The equations we used
to compute the theoretical predictions for the observables of in-
terest are reviewed in Sect. 2, where we also outline how RSD
enters the calculations. In Sect. 2.4 we summarise the results of
the Flagship simulation galaxy catalogue. Our analysis method
is shown in Sect. 3 and the results we obtained are provided in
Sect. 4. We finally summarise our conclusions in Sect. 5.
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2. Photometric observables in Euclid

2.1. Harmonic-space power spectra

The harmonic-space power spectrum CAB
ℓ (zi, z j) between an ob-

servable A in the redshift bin i and an observable B in the redshift
bin j is defined as

〈
Ai,ℓm B∗j,ℓ′m′

〉
= CAB

ℓ (zi, z j) δKℓℓ′ δ
K
mm′ , (1)

where Xℓm are the coefficients of the harmonic expansion of ob-
servable X, and δK denotes the Kronecker symbol. Here, the let-
ters A and B stand for the observables of interest: galaxy number
count fluctuations, ∆, or galaxy ellipticities, ϵ. Both fields are
discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.2 and Sect. 2.3, respectively.

Within the Limber approximation (Kaiser 1992), which is
valid at ℓ ≫ 1 and for broad redshift kernels, the harmonic-space
(also called angular) power spectrum between two observables A
and B is

CAB
i j (ℓ) =

∫
dr
r2 WA

i (ℓ, r) WB
j (ℓ, r) Pδδ

(
k =
ℓ + 1/2

r
, r

)
, (2)

where Pδδ is the (non-linear) matter power spectrum, k = |k|
is the wave number, which is the Fourier mode related to the
comoving separation between pairs of galaxies in configuration
space, and r(z) is the radial comoving distance to redshift z for
a flat cosmology. The generic redshift-binned kernel WA

i (ℓ, r)
takes different forms depending on the target observables, as we
show in Sect. 2.2 and Sect. 2.3. We use the notation CAB

i j (ℓ) as
in EP:VII, as opposed to CAB

ℓ (zi, z j) of Eq. (1), to denote the fact
that we refer to the Limber-approximated power spectrum.

2.2. Linear RSD in GCph

In GC, galaxies are biased tracers of the underlying matter field
(Kaiser 1987). At sufficiently large scales, the bias can be con-
sidered to only depend on redshift and not on scale (Abbott et al.
2018). On the other hand, when non-linear scales are added, the
galaxy bias becomes non-local and a specific treatment is re-
quired to account for this effect (Sánchez et al. 2016; Desjacques
et al. 2018). In addition, RSDs are additional observational ef-
fects due to the peculiar velocities of galaxies (Kaiser 1987; Sza-
lay et al. 1998). These are customarily split into linear RSD (also
known as the Kaiser effect) and non-linear RSD (also known
as the fingers of God, ‘FoG’ hereafter). The former causes the
squashing of the galaxy 2pt correlation function on large scales
in the direction perpendicular to the line of sight, while the latter
enhances the clustering amplitude along the line-of-sight direc-
tion on small scales. In the current analysis we consider a simple
model, that assumes that the galaxy bias is linear and scale in-
dependent, and we only account for linear RSD. The modelling
of the non-linear galaxy bias and the FoG as well as their effects
in the photometric observables for Euclid is left for future work.
The kernel of Eq. (2) for the GC that includes up to linear RSD
in the Limber approximation (for details, see Tanidis & Camera
2019) takes the form

W∆i (ℓ, r) = Wden
i (r) +WRSD

i (ℓ, r) , (3)

with the first term being due to fluctuations in the density field,

Wden
i (r) = ni(r) bi(r) , (4)

with ni(r) dr the galaxy probability density in bin i between the
comoving distance r and r + dr, and bi being the correspond-
ing linear galaxy bias, computed at r ≡ r(z). We treat this as a

constant within the redshift bin, and its actual amplitude is a nui-
sance parameter, over which we marginalised in our analysis. For
the fiducial galaxy bias values in each bin (see Table 2), we used
the fiducial model of Euclid Collaboration: Pocino et al. (2021,
‘Euclid Colaboration: XII’, hereafter EP:XII), who considered a
magnitude cut at IE = 24.5 for the Euclid imager, which will ob-
serve through an optical broad band. For the galaxy distributions
ni(r), we used the outcome of the Flagship galaxy simulation of
the Euclid Consortium, for which we provide details in Sect. 2.4.

The second term in Eq. (3) is the RSD contribution (Tanidis
& Camera 2019),

WRSD
i (ℓ, r) =

1∑
n=−1

Ln(ℓ) ni

(
2 ℓ + 1 + 4 n

2 ℓ + 1
r
)

f
(

2 ℓ + 1 + 4 n
2 ℓ + 1

r
)
,

(5)

with

L0(ℓ) =
2 ℓ2 + 2 ℓ − 1

(2 ℓ − 1) (2 ℓ + 3)
, (6)

L−1(ℓ) = −
ℓ (ℓ − 1)

(2 ℓ − 1)
√

(2 ℓ − 3) (2 ℓ + 1)
, (7)

L+1(ℓ) = −
(ℓ + 1) (ℓ + 2)

(2 ℓ + 3)
√

(2 ℓ + 1) (2 ℓ + 5)
. (8)

In Eq. (5), f B −(1 + z) d ln D/dz is the growth rate, with
D being the linear growth factor. In the top panel of Fig. 1, we
quantify the signal loss when the linear RSD are not included
in the photometric GC harmonic-space power spectrum. In par-
ticular, RSD are important at large scales, for approximately
ℓ ≲ 100. Additionally, the contribution to the total signal in-
creases with redshift for a given redshift bin width. For example,
RSD contribute to the total signal from 2–3% at low redshift
(solid purple curve, bin pair 1–1) and gradually increase with in-
creasing redshift (dash-dotted yellow curve, bin pair 6–6) up to
∼ 40% at the lowest available multipoles. However, we should
note that this is not true for the highest redshift bin (dotted blue
curve, bin pair 13–13). This bin contributes less to the full sig-
nal than the bin pairs 10–10 and 6–6, for example, Tanidis et al.
(2019) showed that the linear RSD effect is gradually diluted
when the width of the redshift bin increases. This is particularly
the case for the highest-redshift bins due to the large photometric
uncertainties at high redshifts.

Another important correction to the galaxy density field is
the magnification bias. We wish to quantify the impact of linear
RSD alone on Euclid photometric observables here and there-
fore neglected the magnification effect in our analysis. However,
this effect has been thoroughly studied in Lepori et al. (2022)
(in that study the linear RSD were neglected), and its inclusion
was found to be crucial to avoid biases on the cosmological pa-
rameter estimation for Euclid. Similar studies of this effect have
also been conducted for other future experiments (Tanidis et al.
2019).

In addition, there are also local and integrated contributions
to the signal that are measurable at ultra-large scales, such as the
Doppler terms, the Sachs-Wolfe and the integrated Sachs-Wolfe
effects, and the time delay. We neglected these contributions in
our analysis because for ℓ ≫ 1, where the Limber approximation
holds, their effect is negligible (Yoo 2010; Challinor & Lewis
2011; Bonvin & Durrer 2011; Martinelli et al. 2022).
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Fig. 1. Ratio of the harmonic-space power spectrum for the density fluc-
tuations alone with respect to that including RSD for some tomographic
auto-bin correlations (i = j). Top: GC. Bottom: XC.

2.3. Cosmic shear

The LSS of the Universe deflects the paths of photons that are
emitted by distant sources. This distorts the source images. This
distortion is decomposed into the convergence, κ, and shear, γ,
which correspond to size magnification and shape distortion of
the images, respectively, and are related linearly. Both signals
contain useful cosmological information, but the former is more
impossible to extract because it requires knowledge of the orig-
inal source sizes (Heavens et al. 2013; Alsing et al. 2015). For
this reason, shear is the usual focus of WL surveys of the LSS.

The harmonic-space power spectrum of the shear field is a
probe of the growth of structures and the cosmological expan-
sion. In addition to the cosmic shear, the correlation of the galaxy
shapes also receives a contribution from intrinsic alignments
(hereafter IA), which in the context of cosmological WL stud-
ies is regarded as a systematic effect. This accounts for the fact
that, in addition to the random orientations of galaxies, which
ideally would make the ellipticity an unbiased estimator of the

shear field, there are also IA of the galaxies that are caused by the
tidal interactions during galaxy formation, and also astrophysical
effects that contaminate the WL analysis (Joachimi et al. 2015).

For the WL sample, the kernel of the observed ellipticity
power spectrum including cosmic shear γ and IA, reads

Wϵi (ℓ, r) = Wγi (ℓ, r) +W IA
i (r) . (9)

The shear contribution is

Wγi (ℓ, r) =
3 Lγ(ℓ)Ωm,0 H2

0

2c2 [1 + z(r)] r qi(r) , (10)

where c is the vacuum speed of light, qi(r) is the so-called lensing
efficiency for a flat Universe,

qi(r) =
∫ ∞

r
dr′

r′ − r
r′

ni(r′) , (11)

and the ℓ-dependent factor is given by

Lγ(ℓ) =

√
(ℓ + 2)!
(ℓ − 2)!

(
2

2 ℓ + 1

)2

. (12)

For WL we also used the ni(r) obtained from the Flagship sim-
ulation of Sect. 2.4. Because we restricted our analysis to multi-
poles, for which the Limber approximation applies (ℓ ≫ 1), this
factor can be considered to be Lγ(ℓ) ≈ 1.

The IA contribution can instead be modelled as in EP:VII,
namely

W IA
i (r) = −AIA CIAΩm,0

FIA [z(r)]
D [z(r)]

ni(r) , (13)

where

FIA(z) = (1 + z)ηIA

[
⟨L⟩(z)
L∗(z)

]βIA

. (14)

The amplitude and shape of the IA signal is captured by the nui-
sance parametersAIA, βIA and ηIA (see Table 2 for their fiducial
values), with CIA kept fixed at the value 0.0134 because it is de-
generate with AIA. The terms ⟨L⟩(z) and L∗(z) denote the mean
and the characteristic luminosity of the source galaxies with re-
spect to redshift.2 We neglected other sources of systematic ef-
fects for the WL probe such as the shear bias and the photomet-
ric redshift uncertainties (which are also present for the tomo-
graphic bins in photometric GC in principle).

In the bottom panel of Fig. 1 we show the signal loss when
we neglect the linear RSD contribution in the cross power spec-
trum between GC and WL (hereafter XC). The picture is very
similar compared to the one presented for the GC (top panel of
Fig. 1). The main difference is that the RSD contribution to the
total signal is lower than ∼ 1% at the lowest redshift (bin pair
1–1), reaching a maximum of up to ∼ 70% in bin pair 6–6 at the
largest scales.

For some bin cases, the signal that is lost when the RSD is
neglected with respect to the total signal in XC is more than the
GC, which indeed seems to be counter-intuitive because the RSD
is an additional term in the GC kernel Eq. (3). Although it is true
that the RSD kernel given by Eq. (5) appears twice in Eq. (2)
for all bin correlations due to Eq. (3) and only once in the XC,
the GC spectra have more power than the XC spectra, as shown
in Fig. 2. The WL kernel of Eq. (9) also appears once in the
XC, and this kernel lowers the signal. For this reason, the XC
spectra might be numerically more strongly affected when the
RSD signal stronger, as in the bin correlations 6–6 and 10–10.
2 We refer the reader to EP:VII for more details concerning the IA
modelling.
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2.4. The Euclid Flagship simulation

In order to create realistic mock data vectors for our analysis, we
used the simulated results from the Flagship galaxy simulation of
the Euclid Consortium (Euclid Consortium, in preparation). The
galaxy catalogue was produced using the N-body Flagship dark
matter simulation (Potter et al. 2017) with a ΛCDM fiducial cos-
mology given by the total matter abundance, Ωm,0 = 0.319; the
baryon abundance, Ωb,0 = 0.049; the r.m.s. variance of the linear
matter fluctuations at z = 0 in spheres with a radius of 8 h−1 Mpc,
σ8 = 0.830; the spectral index of the primordial curvature power
spectrum, ns = 0.96; and the dimensionless Hubble constant,
h ≡ H0/(100 km s−1 Mpc−1) = 0.67. The N-body simulation ran
a box of 3.78 h−1 Gpc with a particle mass of 2.398×109 h−1 M⊙.

The dark matter haloes were identified using ROCKSTAR
(Behroozi et al. 2013) down to masses of 2.4× 1010 h−1 M⊙ (cor-
responding to ten particles per halo). Then, the galaxies were
assigned to the haloes using the halo-occupation distribution
and the halo-abundance matching methods, following the recipe
presented in Carretero et al. (2015). Several observational con-
straints were used to calibrate the galaxy mocks including the
luminosity function (Blanton et al. 2003; Blanton et al. 2005)
applied for the faint galaxies, the measurements of galaxy clus-
tering as a function of colour and luminosity (Zehavi et al. 2011),
and the colour-magnitude diagram from Blanton et al. (2005).
The final galaxy catalogue contains almost 3.4 billion galaxies
over 5000 deg2 and extends up to redshift 2.3.

We followed the analysis of EP:XII, where an optimisation
of the galaxy sample for photometric GC analyses was per-
formed using the Flagship simulation. EP:XII generated pho-
tometric redshift estimates with the directional-neighbourhood-
fitting training-based algorithm (De Vicente et al. 2016) for all
galaxies within a patch of 400 deg2 of the Flagship simulation
up to a magnitude limit of 25 in the VIS band. We considered
the fiducial sample from EP:XII. This corresponds to a train-
ing of the algorithm with an incomplete spectroscopic training
sample to mimic the lack of spectroscopic information at very
faint magnitudes, and to optimistic magnitude limits for all pho-
tometric bands. There is an additional selection of objects with
magnitudes brighter than 24.5 in the VIS band. By using the
directional-neighbourhood-fitting algorithm, two different esti-
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Fig. 3. Normalised number densities of the 13 tomographic equispaced
bins with redshift from the Euclid Flagship simulation (EP:XII).

Table 1. Fiducial values of the cosmological parameters.

Ωm,0 Ωb,0 h σ8 ns w0 wa
0.320 0.050 0.67 0.816 0.96 −1.0 0.0

mates for the photometric redshift are provided for each object.
One estimate is the average of the redshifts from the neighbour-
hood, which we denote zmean. The second estimate is a Monte
Carlo draw from the nearest neighbour, and we denote this zmc.
We refer to EP:XII and De Vicente et al. (2016) for the simi-
larities and differences between these two estimates. The final
sample was then composed of 13 tomographic equispaced bins
in zmean up to z = 2, that is, 13 bins with a constant redshift
width in zmean, and therefore, with a different width in zmc. The
normalised number densities of these bins as a function of red-
shift are shown in Fig. 3. In addition to the galaxy distributions,
we also considered the linear galaxy biases for each of these dis-
tributions, which are provided in EP:XII.

3. Synthetic data and analysis method

In order to quantify the impact of linear RSD on the photometric
observables of Euclid, we createed mock data that we compared
with our theoretical predictions. For this purpose, we computed
the power spectra for GC, WL, and XC following Eq. (2) in a
fiducial cosmology. We chose this to be the same as EP:VII,
namely a flat ΛCDM model with one massive and two mass-
less neutrinos fixed to

∑
mν = 0.06eV. The fiducial values for

the parameters are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
We modelled the matter power spectrum, Pδδ, on non-linear

small scales using halofit (Smith et al. 2003), including cor-
rections for both dark energy (Takahashi et al. 2012) and mas-
sive neutrinos (Bird et al. 2012) as in EP:VII. Using these as-
sumptions, we can compute the harmonic-space power spectra
of Eq. (2) for photometric GC, WL, and XC. These represent
our synthetic data set, against which we can compare theoretical
predictions from different models to constrain model parameters.
In order to do this, we obtained the χ2 for any set of parameters θ
including cosmological and nuisance, and assumed the Gaussian
likelihood

χ2(θ) = [d − t(θ)]T C−1 [d − t(θ)] . (15)
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Table 2. Fiducial values of the nuisance parameters.

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 b10 b11 b12 b13 AIA βIA ηIA
1.025 1.037 1.066 1.110 1.198 1.293 1.429 1.559 1.758 1.947 2.217 2.537 2.738 1.72 2.17 −0.41

Note: The linear galaxy bias parameter per redshift bin i for GC is denoted with bi and the WL parameters for the whole redshift range withAIA ,
βIA, and ηIA (for the resources of the IA modelling, see again EP:VII.). The centres of the redshift bins are the following: z̄1 = 0.14, z̄2 = 0.26,
z̄3 = 0.39, z̄4 = 0.53, z̄5 = 0.69, z̄6 = 0.84, z̄7 = 1.0, z̄8 = 1.14, z̄9 = 1.3, z̄10 = 1.44, z̄11 = 1.62, z̄12 = 1.78 and z̄13 = 1.72.

The data vector d, the vector of theoretical predictions t(θ), and
the covariance matrix C (which is assumed to be constant and
independent of the cosmological parameters), were all stacked
along the i, j, and ℓ indices.

The covariance matrix of the data, C, is the flattened version
of the fourth-order Gaussian covariance (as in EP:VII), namely,

Cov
[
CAB

i j (ℓ),CA′B′
mn (ℓ′)

]
=

C̃AA′
im (ℓ) C̃BB′

jn (ℓ) + C̃AB′
in (ℓ) C̃BA′

jm (ℓ)

(2 ℓ + 1)∆ℓ fsky
δKℓℓ′ ,

(16)

with C̃AB
i j (ℓ) = CAB

i j (ℓ)+NAB
i j (ℓ), and NAB

i j (ℓ) being the noise con-
tribution to the measurement, and fsky = 0.3636 is the sky frac-
tion observed by Euclid. Finally, we used

N∆∆i j (ℓ) =
1
n̄i
δKi j , (17)

Nϵϵi j (ℓ) =
σ2
ϵ

n̄i
δKi j , (18)

N∆ϵi j (ℓ) = 0 , (19)

with n̄i being the number density of galaxies per steradian in each
tomographic bin and σ2

ϵ the intrinsic ellipticity variance, which
we assumed to be σϵ = 0.3 (as in EP:VII).

We binned our data in multipoles considering Nℓ = 20 log-
spaced multipole bins in the range {ℓmin, ℓmax}, with ∆ℓ the width
of each bin. We considered the lowest multipole to be ℓmin = 10
and considered an optimistic and a pessimistic scenario for the
maximum multipole cut ℓmax (see EP:VII), with

– Optimistic | pessimistic GC: 3000 | 750,
– Optimistic | pessimistic WL: 5000 | 1500.

For XC, we conservatively considered the smallest ℓmax (corre-
sponding to the GC values).

The assumptions we adopted from EP:VII for the purposes of
this work in our modelling are not expected to affect the results
strongly. For example, an increase in σϵ would have an effect on
the WL part but not on the GC and XC. Then, a decrease in n̄i
would increase the shot noise, but the GC part of the analysis,
which is what we are most interested in, with the linear RSD
scales, should not be dominated by shot noise. Therefore, the
3×2pt contours would increase through the WL contribution, but
would not change our conclusions on RSD.

With this approach, we needed only one additional ingredi-
ent to obtain the χ2 of Eq. (15), which is the theory vector t(θ).
We chose to focus on two models to be constrained with our
mock data, which we refer to as ΛCDM and w0waCDM flat cos-
mologies following the same modelling as in EP:VII. The for-
mer has five free cosmological parameters, which are Ωm,0, Ωb,0,
h, σ8, and ns. The latter also includes the equation-of-state pa-
rameters of dark energy, w0 and wa, which come from the CPL
parametrisation (Chevallier & Polarski 2001; Linder 2003),

w(z) = w0 + wa
z

1 + z
. (20)

As nuisance parameters, both models feature for the GC, the lin-
ear galaxy bias amplitudes bi (see Sect. 2.2), and for the WL, the
IA modelling parametersAIA, βIA, and ηIA (see Sect. 2.3).

4. Results

In this section, we use the method presented in Sect. 3 to in-
vestigate the impact of the RSD contribution, modelled as in
Sect. 2.2, on the final cosmological constraints. We explore the
parameter space with a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ap-
proach using emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013), and we ob-
tain from CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000; Howlett et al. 2012) all the
quantities needed to compute the theoretical predictions follow-
ing Eq. (2) in a modified version of the code CosmoSIS (Zuntz
et al. 2015). We adopt improper (flat) priors for all the parame-
ters in Table 1 and Table 2.

4.1. Validation

Before we proceeded to set up the realistic and computationally
expensive MCMC chains for all the different cosmologies and
scenarios, we first ran a single case with an MCMC and com-
pared it to a Fisher matrix forecast (see EP:VII, for details about
Fisher forecasts and their derivatives accuracy) in order to vali-
date the pipeline. In brief, entries of the Fisher matrix are con-
structed as

Fαβ =
∂tT

∂θα
C−1 ∂t
∂θβ
, (21)

where {θα} are the elements of the parameter vector θ (see
Sect. 3).

In general, the Fisher forecasts, whose computation is usu-
ally faster than any Bayesian sampler, are used in order to in-
vestigate the likelihood curvature of the parameter hyperspace
near its peak. When the posterior is very well described by a
Gaussian, the Fisher forecasts are particularly accurate, and the
smaller the uncertainties, the closer the peak of the posterior
where the Gaussian approximation holds. This applies to forth-
coming LSS experiments such as Euclid, which will provide us
with an unprecedentedly large number of sources that will min-
imise the resulting errors. As expected, the precision will in-
crease even further when we consider all the available signal.
Therefore, we performed a Fisher forecast on the combination
of GC, WL, and XC, which we labelled 3×2pt. We show this by
considering a w0waCDM cosmological model and an optimistic
scale cut, in order to investigate the potential Gaussianity of the
posterior in an extended cosmology model with two additional
parameters, {w0,wa}. In Eq. (21) we calculated the theory vec-
tor t for the fiducial cosmology model and the covariance matrix
C following Sect. 3. We also included linear RSD as described
in Sect. 2.2. With the same assumptions, we repeated the anal-
ysis with an MCMC approach, exploring the posterior and then
finding the minimum χ2 over the parameter space θ.
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The comparison between the MCMC and Fisher approaches
is shown in the top panel of Fig. 4, where the 68% and 95% cred-
ibility levels (C.L.) on cosmological parameters are presented,
after the bias and IA parameters were marginalised over.3. The
filled green contours correspond to the MCMC and the empty
orange contours show the Fisher forecast. The agreement be-
tween the two is remarkable and highlights the Gaussianity of
the posterior, with almost perfectly overlapping constraints and
all the directions and widths of the Fisher ellipses recovered by
the MCMC. In addition, the fiducial cosmology model values are
presented with dotted black lines. They are located well within
the 68% C.L. contours.

4.2. The contribution of RSD to constraining power

After we validated our MCMC pipeline, we investigated how
the additional information encoded in RSD affects the constrain-
ing power on the model parameters. To do this, we considered
GC alone and not the total 3×2pt because as shown in Sect. 2.2,
RSD is a correction for the GC signal alone, and therefore, a
change in its constraining power would be easier to appreciate.
We should mention at this point that the RSD also impacts the
XC part of the 3×2pt because the latter contains all the combi-
nations of GC, WL, and XC. However, we did not perform the
constraining power test due to the RSD in the 3×2pt because the
WL contribution which is not affected by RSD would make the
RSD impact less evident. We again focused on the w0waCDM
model and the pessimistic scale cut. This is reasonable because
RSD mostly contributes on scales ℓ < 100 (see Fig. 1), and there-
fore a higher ℓmax cut would not affect the constraining power for
this test.

In particular, we compared the following two models. For
the first model, we constructed the synthetic data set and covari-
ance matrix for the photometric GC spectra including RSD (GC
with RSD), and we fit it against the predictions of the w0waCDM
model, including RSD. The results of this analysis are shown by
the orange contours in the bottom panel of Fig. 4. For the second
model, we did exactly the same, but neither the synthetic data
along with the covariance matrix nor the theory model included
the RSD correction (GC without RSD); this corresponds to the
green contours in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.

It is clear that the constraints of the two models agree very
well, indicating that the RSD correction in our modelling does
not add significant information on the projected cosmological
parameters. This means that even though the RSD account for
up to 40% of the signal for some redshift bins on the largest
scales (see again top panel of Fig. 1), the cosmological informa-
tion does not come from the large scales because they are dom-
inated by cosmic variance, but gradually include smaller scales,
where the RSD signal contribution becomes progressively less
important.

4.3. Ignoring RSD

Regardless of the absence of an additional constraining power
on cosmological parameters encoded in linear RSD, we pro-
ceeded to investigate the effect of neglecting RSD in our mod-
elling. This investigation was performed with an MCMC analy-
sis in Tanidis & Camera (2019), assuming a Euclid-like survey
of intermediate-width Gaussian bins (with a photometric red-

3 we note that 68% and 95% C.L. exactly correspond to one and two
standard deviations in the Gaussian approximation of the Fisher matrix
after marginalising over the remaining parameters.

shift scatter 0.05(1 + z)). We found that it is crucial to include
RSD in the theoretical predictions to avoid biasing the cosmo-
logical parameters. This outcome of the importance of RSD in
the modelling agreed with the decision in previous studies to in-
clude them in the analyses (see again the references in Sect. 1).
Following the same approach, we created a mock data vector
and covariance for the Euclid survey, with the same specifica-
tions as in EP:VII, including the RSD contribution (Sect. 2.2).
The data were then analysed assuming an incorrect model with-
out the RSD contribution. The impact of this approximation on
the accuracy of the final constraints depends on the amplitude of
the RSD signal, but also on the details of the experimental noise.
We therefore extended the investigation of Tanidis & Camera
(2019), which was only performed for GC in a ΛCDM model
and in the linear regime 4 for the density field, to more realis-
tic settings. That is, we still considered the linear RSD, but now
in the non-linear regime of the density field. In addition, we ex-
ploited photometric redshift bins from the Flagship simulation,
including massive neutrinos in the analysis, and also investigated
the effect on the w0waCDM model. Finally, we performed the
analysis both for GC alone and for the full 3×2pt, using the pes-
simistic and optimistic multipole cuts for both cases.

Finally, to gain better insight into the degeneracies that
are present in the incorrect modelling, we recast all the fi-
nal constraints on Ωm,0 and σ8 in the derived parameter
S 8 = σ8

√
Ωm,0/0.3. This parameter is particularly informative

about the degenerate direction between Ωm,0 and σ8 in the WL
measurements that are included in the 3×2pt. However, for the
sake of completeness, we calculated it for the GC alone as well.

4.3.1. Biased parameter constraints in the photometric GC

We started by obtaining constraints for both the correct
(den+RSD) and incorrect models (den-only), using photometric
GC alone, both assuming ΛCDM and its extension w0waCDM.
To assess the bias on the parameters of interest when an incorrect
model is assumed, we used the relative bias which is valid for de-
terministic quantities assuming no stochasticity (e.g. a noiseless
data vector such as we consider here),

Bθ =
|θ∗ − θfid|

σθ
, (22)

with θ∗ being the mean estimated value on the marginalised pos-
terior of the parameter θ, σθ the corresponding 68% C.L., and
θfid the input fiducial value. It is defined as the offset we obtain
from the input fiducial value (our benchmark) given the expected
uncertainty on the parameter. Massey et al. (2012) suggested
that after taking systematic effects into account, the values of
Bθ ≳ 0.3 can be considered already as statistically significant 5.

All the ΛCDM results in GC for the correct and incorrect
model, as well as the pessimistic and optimistic scale cuts, are
shown in Table 3. We opted to present the incorrect model con-
straints for the optimistic cases alone in the top panel of Fig. 5
because the resulting biases are larger than those in the pes-
simistic cut. We note that in the pessimistic case, neglecting
RSD leads to a bias of 4.11 and 2.69 on the parameters Ωm,0 and

4 In Tanidis & Camera (2019) only the linear matter power spectrum
was used and ℓmax was defined by kmax χ(z̄) with kmax ≃ 0.25 h Mpc−1

and z̄ the mean redshift of the bin.
5 Values of Bθ < 0.3 are considered to be permissible within the sta-
tistical fluctuation assuming that the same information for the synthetic
data and the theory modelling was used.
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Fig. 4. 68% and 95% C.L. marginalised contours along with the one-dimensional posterior distributions on the cosmological parameters. Top:
Constraints from the 3×2pt analysis of the flat w0waCDM model for the optimistic scale cut considering RSD. The filled green contours are the
MCMC constraints, and the open orange contours show the Fisher ellipses for the same modelling. The fiducial cosmology model is marked with
dotted black lines. Bottom: Constraints from the GC alone of the flat w0waCDM model (pessimistic scenario), with (orange) and without (green)
RSD. The fiducial cosmology model is marked with dotted black lines.
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Table 3. Summary of the mean estimated values, θ∗, along their corresponding 68% C.L. intervals, σθ, and the relative bias, Bθ (see Eq. 22) of a
given parameter.

w/ RSD w/o RSD
Parameter Scale cut θ∗ σθ Bθ θ∗ σθ Bθ

Ωm,0
pess. 0.3193 0.0052 0.134 0.3019 0.0044 4.11
opt. 0.3197 0.0037 0.08 0.3022 0.0033 5.39

Ωb,0
pess. 0.0503 0.0024 0.125 0.0499 0.0022 0.045
opt. 0.0502 0.0018 0.111 0.0506 0.0018 0.33

h pess. 0.674 0.023 0.174 0.668 0.021 0.095
opt. 0.672 0.015 0.133 0.673 0.016 0.18

σ8
pess. 0.8154 0.0059 0.101 0.8327 0.0062 2.69
opt. 0.816 0.0013 0.0 0.8206 0.0013 3.53

ns
pess. 0.96 0.012 0.0 0.959 0.011 0.091
opt. 0.9596 0.0037 0.108 0.9684 0.0038 2.21

S 8
pess. 0.8412 0.0095 0.164 0.8353 0.009 0.829
opt. 0.8424 0.0046 0.078 0.8236 0.0043 4.45

Note: These are the results of the GC analysis for each ΛCDM cosmological parameter for the complete (with RSD) and the incomplete (without
RSD) model and for the pessimistic and optimistic scale cuts. We highlight the most biased cases (Bθ > 1) with bold.

Table 4. Same as Table 3 for GC but for the w0waCDM model.

w/ RSD w/o RSD
Parameter Scale cut θ∗ σθ Bθ θ∗ σθ Bθ
Ωm,0 opt. 0.3190 0.0069 0.145 0.3092 0.0056 1.928
Ωb,0 opt. 0.0499 0.0019 0.052 0.0516 0.0019 0.84
h opt. 0.672 0.018 0.11 0.664 0.016 0.37
σ8 opt. 0.8166 0.003 0.2 0.8158 0.0027 0.074
ns opt. 0.96 0.0043 0.0 0.9669 0.0043 1.60
w0 opt. −1.001 0.042 0.0238 −1.007 0.039 0.17
wa opt. −0.02 0.18 0.111 0.21 0.17 1.235
S 8 opt. 0.842 0.007 0.108 0.8281 0.0058 2.52

σ8, respectively; while with the correct modelling we always re-
cover the fiducial cosmology with Bθ ≲ 0.3 (see again Table 3).
This bias is also imprinted on the increase in the best-fit value by
∆χ2 ≈ 84.61 with respect to the correct model.

The picture is similar for the optimistic scale cut, as the green
contours in the top panel of Fig. 5 show. We note that the bias
on the same parameters increases, and another mild bias now
arises on ns. In particular, the parameters Ωm,0, σ8, and ns are
biased with values 5.39, 3.53, and 2.21, respectively, and as ex-
pected there is increase in ∆χ2 ≈ 92.48 with respect to the cor-
rect model. This bias increase in the optimistic compared to the
pessimistic scenario can be explained as follows: By extending
the range to higher multipoles, we do not include more signal
from the linear RSD which, as we saw in Sect. 2.2, contributes
only on large scales (ℓ ≲ 100). On the other hand, we increase
the constraining power on the parameters, meaning that any ex-
isting bias is enhanced by lowering the projected errors. This
shows that an inaccurate modelling becomes progressively more
crucial with improving data quality.

We now turn our attention on the results obtained assuming
the w0waCDM model. Again, we only considered the optimistic
scales cut. The reason for this is that GC alone for the pessimistic
scale cut is not very constraining in this model, and the bias on
the parameters is expected to be small due to the smaller range
of scales and the larger parameter set. The result of all this is
that the w0 and wa parameters vary over a wide range in the
MCMC, also in regions where w0 + wa can take non-negative
values (see Cepa, J. 2004, for details on the high-redshift limit
of w(z) in CPL). In this region of the parameter space, CAMB can-

not obtain meaningful cosmological quantities, and these points
are automatically rejected from the chain, thus introducing a cut
in the parameter space that is physically motivated. Based on
this restriction and because the modelling for this case is not
very constraining, regardless of the assumed prior on the CPL
parameters, we decided to focus our analysis on the optimistic
case alone. The results are shown in Table 4 and in the top panel
of Fig. 5, where we still have biased estimates of our free param-
eters, but with a lower significance than in the ΛCDM analysis
because the uncertainty brought by keeping the dark energy pa-
rameters w0 and wa free is larger. The parameters that are shifted
by more than 1σ are Ωm,0, ns, and wa, with their Bθ values be-
ing 1.9, 1.6, and 1.2, respectively. Again, there is an increase in
∆χ2 ≈ 90.65 compared to the complete model. We summarise all
the Bθ values for the aforementioned scenarios in the left panel
of Fig. 6 (see the caption for details), where the trend is clearer
for larger biases in the optimistic compared to the pessimistic
cases and for those of the ΛCDM model against the w0waCDM
extension.

4.3.2. Biased parameter constraints in the 3×2pt

We repeated exactly the same analysis (different cosmologies
and scale cuts) but now for the 3×2pt (Table 5, Table 6, and the
bottom panel of Fig. 5). Similarly to what we saw in Sect. 4.3.1
for the ΛCDM model and the pessimistic scale cuts, the param-
eters Ωm,0, h, ns, and σ8 are now biased by 3.52, 3.21, 2.05, and
3.96 (see Table 5), while the overall ∆χ2 compared to the correct
model is increased by 96.27. It is interesting to note that while
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Table 5. Same as Table 3 but for the 3×2pt.

w/ RSD w/o RSD
Parameter scale cut θ∗ σθ Bθ θ∗ σθ Bθ

Ωm,0
pess. 0.32 0.0025 0.0 0.3119 0.0023 3.52
opt. 0.32006 0.00082 0.07317 0.31786 0.00082 2.61

Ωb,0
pess. 0.05 0.0022 0.0 0.0481 0.002 0.95
opt. 0.0501 0.0018 0.0555 0.0495 0.0017 0.29

h pess. 0.671 0.016 0.062 0.625 0.014 3.21
opt. 0.671 0.011 0.090 0.6283 0.01015 4.11

σ8
pess. 0.816 0.0032 0.0 0.8279 0.003 3.96
opt. 0.816 0.001 0.0 0.82 0.001 4.0

ns
pess. 0.9596 0.0078 0.0512 0.9747 0.0072 2.05
opt. 0.9598 0.0031 0.0645 0.9759 0.003 5.3

S 8
pess. 0.8428 0.00073 0.0531 0.84422 0.00072 2.026
opt. 0.8428 0.00054 0.07189 0.84405 0.00052 2.478

Table 6. Same as Table 4 but for the 3×2pt.

w/ RSD w/o RSD
Parameter scale cut θ∗ σθ Bθ θ∗ σθ Bθ

Ωm,0
pess. 0.3202 0.0038 0.0526 0.3159 0.0035 1.17
opt. 0.32 0.0012 0.0 0.3202 0.0012 0.16

Ωb,0
pess. 0.0502 0.0025 0.0799 0.0520 0.0024 0.83
opt. 0.0499 0.0019 0.0526 0.0504 0.0017 0.23

h pess. 0.671 0.019 0.0526 0.653 0.017 1.0
opt. 0.67 0.01 0.0 0.6306 0.0098 4.02

σ8
pess. 0.8158 0.0047 0.0425 0.8272 0.0044 2.54
opt. 0.816 0.0012 0.0 0.8186 0.0011 2.36

ns
pess. 0.9595 0.0094 0.0531 0.9557 0.0087 0.49
opt. 0.9602 0.0035 0.0571 0.9715 0.0035 3.28

w0
pess. −0.9996 0.046 0.0086 −0.945 0.044 1.25
opt. −0.999 0.02 0.05 −0.96 0.02 2.0

wa
pess. 0.0 0.18 0.0 0.02 0.16 0.125
opt. −0.005 0.075 0.066 −0.083 0.073 1.136

S 8
pess. 0.8428 0.0014 0.0277 0.8488 0.0014 4.31
opt. 0.84273 0.00086 0.0362 0.84576 0.00089 3.37

some of the parameters (e.g. ns and h) exhibit an increased Bθ
value due to the increased constraining power of the 3×2pt com-
bination, for the other parameters the behaviour is less straight-
forward. On the one hand, WL strongly constrains S 8, which is a
combination ofΩm,0 and σ8, and because this probe is not biased
by neglecting RSD, we would expect a lower bias for these pa-
rameters. On the other hand, however, the inclusion of XC lifts
the degeneracy between σ8 and the bias parameters present in
the GC probe, thus making the latter more sensitive to this pa-
rameter. Because both GC and XC are biased when we neglect
RSD, the overall effect is an increased Bθ value on σ8 with re-
spect to the case of GC alone.

In the optimistic case, the balance between these effects
changes because the increased number of scales available for
WL makes this more relevant, thus reducing the bias with re-
spect to the case of GC alone. This does not apply to ns and h,
which are still mostly constrained by GC. The ∆χ2 is increased
by 106.78 with respect to the correct model.

Finally, the results of the 3×2pt and the w0waCDM model are
shown in Table 6. In the pessimistic case, the biased estimate for
σ8 is 2.54, and the peaks for the parameters Ωm,0, Ωb,0, w0, and
h are misplaced with biases of 1.17, 0.83, 1.25, and 1.00, while
for the optimistic scenario (see again Table 6 and the orange con-
tours in the bottom panel of Fig. 5), there are biased estimates for
w0, wa, h, ns, and σ8 at 2.00, 1.14, 4.02, 3.28, and 2.36, respec-

tively. Both models yield an increased ∆χ2 compared to the com-
plete model by 92.05 (pessimistic) and 103.6 (optimistic). When
the latter case is compared to GC alone, the increased constrain-
ing power, brought by WL and XC, has the effect of increasing
the significance of the bias on most of the parameters. Similarly
to Sect. 4.3.1, we summarise the Bθ values for all the cases of
the 3×2pt in the right panel of Fig. 6.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have aimed to quantify the contribution of lin-
ear RSD in photometric GC as is expected to be measured by Eu-
clid, both as a stand-alone probe and in combination with cosmic
shear (WL), in the so-called 3×2pt approach. We followed Tani-
dis & Camera (2019) and included RSD in the angular power
spectra of GC and its cross-correlation with WL (XC).

Using the galaxy distribution information coming from the
Flagship simulation, and the Euclid specifications discussed
in EP:VII, we generated synthetic data by generating angular
power spectra and covariance matrix with a fiducial cosmology,
for the photometric observations of Euclid and produced the pos-
terior distributions for the free parameters of our model in an
MCMC framework.

As a first step, we validated our results against a Fisher ma-
trix approach and found that they agree very well. Then, we com-
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Fig. 6. Summary plot of the Bθ values for the GC (left) and the 3×2pt (right) for all the examined cases. The circles correspond to the ΛCDM
cosmology model and the stars show the w0wαCDM extension. The open and filled symbols show a theory modelling with and without RSD,
respectively. The pessimistic and optimistic scale cuts are shown in brown and blue. The horizontal dashed line denotes the value Bθ = 0.3

pared the constraints on the cosmological parameters that are
obtained when the theoretical predictions are computed with the
contribution of RSD to those obtained when RSD are neglected.
When GC is used as a stand-alone probe and a ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy is assumed for the theoretical predictions, neglecting RSD
can lead to significant inaccuracies on the reconstruction of cos-
mological parameters, in particular, in the most optimistic case
when the constraining power of our experimental setup is max-
imum. We find that the parameters Ωm,0, ns, and σ8 are all sig-
nificantly shifted from their (input) fiducial values with biases of
5.4σ, 2.2σ, and 3.5σ, respectively. The statistical significance
of these shifts is reduced when the cosmological model used to
fit the data allows the w0 and wa parameters to take values differ-
ent from ΛCDM, however. The inclusion of these two additional
parameters degrades the constraining power and leads to a less
evident shift than in the fiducial model.

We included WL and XC in the analysis to perform a 3×2pt
analysis. In this case, we found a non-trivial effect on the signifi-
cance of the RSD contribution. On the one hand, WL contributes
to tighten the constraints that can be achieved with Euclid, thus
potentially increasing the significance of the shifts that are ob-
tained when RSD is neglected. On the other hand, the theoretical
predictions for this probe are not biased by this approximation
(although the XC is still biased), and the inclusion of WL can
therefore drag the recovered posterior distribution towards the
fiducial values even when RSD are neglected. We found that for
parameters such as ns and h, where galaxy GC dominate, WL
simply improve the constraining power, and the bias on these
parameters increases in significance. In contrast, the parame-
ters that are mostly constrained by WL, such as Ωm,0 and σ8,
we found that their shifts decrease in the optimistic case, where
the constraining power of WL dominates the constraining power
from GC.

To summarise, we found that when the contribution of linear
RSD is not included in the theoretical predictions for GC angu-
lar power spectra, it can significantly reduce the accuracy but not
the precision of the constraints that can be achieved by Euclid.
The reason is that the linear RSD contribute at scales ℓ < 100,
which is a cosmic-variance dominated regime that yields no gain
in cosmological information. It is important to note that the ne-
cessity of including the effect of linear RSD in GC in order to
avoid cosmology biases has been studied in depth (Scharf et al.
1994; Heavens & Taylor 1995; Padmanabhan et al. 2007; Blake

et al. 2007; Nock et al. 2010; Crocce et al. 2011; Balaguera-
Antolínez et al. 2018; Abbott et al. 2022) and the findings of our
work agree with this. However, we have demonstrated that the
approach of Tanidis & Camera (2019), which is a fast and ap-
proximated way to account for the linear RSD correction, can
easily be implemented and tested within a parameter estimation
pipeline in the modelling of Euclid photometric observables. In
addition to this, work is ongoing to improve the modelling and
study the effect of the non-linear galaxy bias in the photometric
GC, which becomes especially important for Stage-IV galaxy
surveys such as Euclid.
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